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INTRODUCTION

Volume IV of The Fly Papers contains the contents of the blog “X-Cop Fly Company” from
January 2011 through June 2011.

This blog started in late June of 2009 under the name “Azz Pizz Institute”, and had a juvenile
“NSFW humor” theme. The “Azz Pizz Institute” was a nickname I had previously used on Usenet
newsgroups, and the blog was actually a subdomain of an archive of interesting files.

In 2010, the blog was succeeded by "The X-Cop Fly Company" (www.xcopfly.com). Named after a
joke from my childhood, the blog came to also include current events, online quiz results, various
pictures and videos, rants, poems, and more.

Beginning in mid-2010, I began to release most of the blog's contents into the public domain. This
continued until later in the year, when I began applying the Creative Commons CC0 1.0 Universal
Public Domain Dedication, with "all additional waivers" applying to material previously released
into the public domain.

At some point I decided it would be great to re-package these blog posts into a book, replacing all
copyrighted material with brief summaries, and uploading the book to the Internet Archive.
I later decided to do this in “volumes” due to the amount of posts that had accumulated.

As I began work on the first volume, which would consist of all posts in 2009 (including the Azz
Pizz Institute posts), I noticed something interesting – this was history. The worldwide economic
crises of the past few years were frequently discussed as they happened, as well as the controversial
past and background of President Barack Obama, the controversial seizures of various companies
by Obama and his allies in Congress, regulatory measures such as “Obamacare”, the rise of the Tea
Party movement, among other past and current events, including Hollywood trends and Internet
fads. In addition, this was not just about history, but also culture – the spirit of the times.

I would continue with Volume II, containing January 2010 through June 2010, released in January
2011. Volume III showcases indecision regarding the blog's direction, finally settling on the X-Cop
Fly Company becoming a journal/poem/rant-style blog toward the end of 2010, which (as of the
date of this book's publication) is still the case. This is even more true of Volume IV (this book),
which contains more original material than previous volumes.

This book contains all posts from the X-Cop Fly Company from the first half of 2011 (January
through June) which have not been deleted as of the date of this publication. Material copyrighted
by myself and others has been removed and replaced with summaries if needed (summaries are
represented as this: [example]). As a copyrightable derivative work, I can dedicate this book in its
entirety to the public domain according to the Creative Commons CC0 1.0 Universal Public
Domain Dedication. A copy of this waiver (public domain) is included at the end of this book. Note
that the book makes frequent references to names and trademarks - these belong to their respective
owners, who are not affiliated with this book or its author.

Due to the conclusion-like nature of the second-to-last post ("The End of the Internet"), the final
June post ("recently...") will begin the next volume.



I hope this work proves itself enjoyable to many and will encourage further expansion of the public
domain and a loosening of copyright laws and lessening of copyright terms around the world. I look
forward to working on the second half of 2011 after the year comes to a close.

Daniel R. Quintiliani (a.k.a. “The X-Cop Fly Company”)
July 31, 2011



SECOND EDITION NOTES

This second edition contains the following revisions:

• A copyrighted quote was discovered and has been removed.
• The introduction was slightly revised
• Some formatting changes to more resemble the blog
• Minor omission of a [link]
• Addition of a [sic]

A hard drive failure destroyed the original OpenOffice document used to create Volume IV. This 
document is printed to PDF and subsequently uploaded to the Internet Archive, where it is 
converted to other formats. Since I wanted to have the flexibility of a word-processor document 
again, I was forced to use a variety of crappy workarounds to re-create the document properly. 
There may be mistakes, such as lack of bold/italic/underline, wrong font sizes, poor spacing, or 
missing or inconsistent quotation marks. I've gone through the document, comparing it to the Web 
site and fixing every problem I could find; however, I might have missed something.

Daniel R. Quintiliani (a.k.a. “The X-Cop Fly Company”)
November 3, 2011



boring...

2011-01-02 2:39:17 AM

What a lacking New Year’s Eve and decent New Year’s Day.
All of 2011 will be better than January 1st, 2011. Guaranteed.

I’m on the page and have to log in but posting via gVim cuz it’s l337 anyway…

2011-01-08 12:13:08 AM

[Note: the lack of word wrap here is due to the differences between gVim terminal width and
HTML, which I chose to carry over into this book.]

it’s been busy here. been cleaning my room a bit. i came across the idea
“maybe the reason i’m always upset and obsessed with disappointments & regret &
stuff is because of the psychology of the old crap in my room from back then!”
they say symbols have psychological meaning, like in your dreams as well as all
the “phallic symbols” and “delta symbols” the advertising industry uses. so
maybe i see some artifact from junior high school and wished i didn’t fuck
things up back then and i get upset without realizing it.

i remembered my friend, a real “natural-only” type of person, had done feng
shui on her house. i didnt know much about it other than it was about putting
like stuff together.

so i looked up quite a bit. the “official” ways involving astrology, charms,
and other creepy stuff, which involved the earth’s magnetic poles and was
more about construction of the house rather than decorating and arranging
furniture, making claims that stuff like cancer clusters are caused by “bad
feng shui” rather than pollutants.

what i was referring to were two “western” ways.

the most popular one was called “BTB” and was developed by a new age cult
leader (Black Sect Tantric Buddhism) in the 80s. it laid the room out like a
grid, with stuff based on the front.

There was another one, similar to “BTB”, called “eight aspirations”, but rather
than a grid, it lays out a room like the tai chi symbol and the areas are
based on the earth’s magnetic poles. i thought that was a lot cooler, and with
two exceptions it isn’t a problem for me. it also involves a color scheme, so
that things don’t look out of place.



i kept in mind relics from school and what my mind might interpret souvenirs,
and stuff like that which hangs around, and was able to for the most part
organize my room according to the tai chi symbol. (my window faces almost
exactly west, and certain times of the day i can’t use the computer because
the sun is in my eyes). i cleaned up lots of crap, put lots of stuff away
and have two boxes of stuff to throw away whenever.

this took me two days or so, and i still got a bit to do, but for the most part
keeping things separate and themed seems to be making me less depressed. (that
and a messy room too)

–

i’ve also been busy this month with other things. i got the “easy” stuff done
and have the rest of the month for the “hard”.

–

and with all this, until writing this blog entry i have completely forgot about
fly papers volume ii. don’t worry, i just need to put in may and june (from the
output of the mediocre wordpress plugin i use) and clean things up for the
final book. but then volume iii starts, of course.

–

my dvd drive finally went. i have another one on the way from newegg. it has
lightscribe and wasn’t too much money. i have two dvd drives but the one
that broke was the first computer part to break from my current 3-year-old
dell machine. the machine consists mostly of parts i added myself, and
i’ll probably go back to building computers again. i know a bit more and
will probably get the heating stuff right this time.

–

off to dalnet and/or freenode. l8rz

Indeed…

2011-01-11 12:06:42 AM

had to take stuff down from one area because i was getting upset by what was there. i’ll probably
eliminate that area from my room completely or ignore changing it as the stuff i put there made me
upset.

i got some suggestions to try something on the internet, i’ll try them as soon as i get a chance.

i’m almost done with flypapers volume ii



this was posted with real wordpress, not gvim

later

bye

and all of those suggestions were

2011-01-12 7:42:14 PM

still highly inappropriate and not what i expected

Glenn Beck Ripoff Alert & Yahoo Widget Clock

2011-01-15 5:22:08 PM

So I was in Borders and noticed that in the budget bin there was an audiobook called “Idiots
Unplugged” by Glenn Beck. The covers and description claimed that it was clips of Glenn Beck
“debating” with a fictional character on his radio show, “The Idiot”. I never got much into Glenn
Beck and didn’t know he had a radio show, and being $5.99 I thought I’d buy it just for fun.

In reality, the CD (2010) was basically an infomercial for his previous book, Arguing with Idiots
(2009). Every “clip”, a track on the CD, began and ended with a jingle promoting Arguing with
Idiots. Many of the radio clips were about or citing this book, while the generic and brief nature of
the others suggested that they might have been chosen for advertising purposes as well.

The MSRP of this CD was $14.99 USA/$19.99 Canada. I wonder how many people felt like idiots
for paying that much money. I didn’t feel too bad since I only spent $5.99.

–

I got this new Yahoo Widget called “Grandfather Clock”, an analog clock which ticks and bongs.
What’s great is that I can’t use those things since the computer is in my bedroom, but the
Grandfather Clock widget lets you turn off the ticking and have the clock only bong at certain
hours. If you fall back to sleep when you turn off your alarm this can help you get back up too.
There are other customizations, including appearance and Microsoft Sam reading the time when
you double click the clock.

I’ll get working on Fly Papers II later this evening, hopefully will be finished and uploaded
tomorrow sometime.



The Fly Papers Volume II is OUT!!!

2011-01-18 1:28:54 AM

Yesterday I released Volume II of The Fly Papers, which covers January through June 2010.

“The Fly Papers” are e-books consisting of the contents of this blog, with all copyrighted content
removed and replaced with summaries when needed. The e-book is dedicated to the public domain
according to the Creative Commons CC0 1.0 Universal Public Domain Dedication. It is available at
the Internet Archive in PDF, plain text, Kindle, and other formats.

For more information and to download, visit the Internet Archive entry [link] .

You can see my progress on Fly Papers Volume III…

2011-01-18 8:21:23 AM

…at my public Yahoo Calendar [link] .

i thought it was supposed to work

2011-01-19 10:03:41 PM

it didnt today and honestly i dont know if it ever did before. its like astrology and all that crap, they
say you’re better than you otherwise would be, so there’s no way to prove it.

[I later realized the feng shui did make a big difference.]

telling a better story

2011-01-21 2:35:29 PM

that’s what was bugging me. i mentioned two weeks ago [link to January 8, 2011 blog post "I’m on
the page and have to log in but posting via gVim cuz it’s l337 anyway...", available in this book] that
i was looking up stuff about feng shui and re-arranged my room according to what i read, following
the “eight aspirations” method almost perfectly because it better fit my room’s layout. the thing is,
when i feel upset about something in my life, i can look at the spot in my room, with the objects i
put there, and be reminded about how it’s not so bad. people point to the fact that it’s
pseudoscientific and superstitious, but it really works – psychologically, that is.



cause sometimes you just dont feel like sleeping…

2011-01-25 5:19:54 AM

instead feeling like staying up and playing with computer stuff

and time goes by
but i’ll have to sleep soon

listen to the steel string guitar
might not be real
but this one is pretty convincing

video, audio
back to old

rip [it] off the thing [on my desk]
i missed a tv show
i missed a bunch of tv shows
maybe tomorrow…or today

good newz

2011-01-27 2:55:02 AM

an update to the software i was using (and/or me figuring out how to set it up right) has made
working on the fly papers quicker and easier to do. tonight i finished all of july 2010. see my public
yahoo calendar for my progress on volume iii [link] .

stuff is getting harder but i believe it’s making things better

taping cardboard onto a mirror and you’re supposed to not see it

equality under law

almost backup time. i purposely skipped this month.

nethack & stuff, maybe capture the flag. opengl makes things so much better.winamp & k-lite

because the whole purpose of the pro-life racket…

2011-01-27 2:28:29 PM

…is to keep the catholic vote in the republican party



(but if the republicans wanted to outlaw abortion rather than rack up campaign donations from big
pharma to keep it safe and legal and lie again two-four-six years later (as they do now), they
wouldn’t lose my catholic vote)

not usually good to keep people waiting like that b ut…

2011-02-02 11:04:29 PM

being the suspicious person I am, I had to watch all of them. I left feedback for one guy the other
day after I knew the two DVDs worked, and today finished watching all 5 from the other set. they
were all great movies, though two of them kinda sucked. but, like the others, they’re lots of fun. and
the guy with the set of 5 was a major vendor, and another one had over a few hundred iirc, so it
wasnt like they needed f33back right away. but i’ve been ripped off in the past, so i gotta check. it
was because of a christmas gift certificate though, i think i’m gonna start using amazon more often.
but anyway, the movies, even the ones that sucked, were fun.

went through a short bad phase for a while, something totally unlike me and not so good, but it’s
over and i’m glad. everything is back to normal. oh so i always think about everything…

i’ll get back on volume iii pretty soon. i spent last night doing a backup, first time in a while. i won
a contest taht [sic?] took place all january, with one of the two bonuses. i tried last year, but didnt
win. i even lost interest this month and disappeared for half of it, but when i got around to finishing
i won and was very happy. (dont know if i’ll do it again next year.) but i thought i’d finish up the
contest before i backed up my disk, but apparently i skipped two months. good thing i backed it up.

glad i can relax now. between the movies, the contest, art lessons, and everything else i was kind of
in a jam where i had too much to do and it messed up my head. but, i got something coming in the
mail on friday and hopefully the rest of it wont ship too much later. wacky weather over here, but
the store which didnt ship yet is in ohio, so i’m not sure what they got. you cant use the thing
without the other thing, but sometimes you gotta be smart and do things a slow way just in case.

i might start submitting columns to another blog. however, i havent written anything yet,.

aah shit the volume was low no wonder.

the end

Shit happens but…

2011-02-06 4:00:44 PM

…sometimes it encourages you to start something clean, or motivate you if you’re already working
on it.



I’m beginning to think that all these quotes based on obfuscation are starting to sound like fortune
cookies.
But, you’d rather not talk about everything in clear and open form.

I hope the Super Bowl has good commercials this year. Last year’s sucked, probably due to our
shitty economy. Anyway, the Puppy Bowl’s Kitty Halftime Show is going on right now, and
laughing is better than whining. Later

Been really getting into…

2011-02-15 6:55:27 PM

…these things i found called “game books”. There are several fan-made ones for free online, and
there are actual books sold as well (though often hard to find, often under the brand name “Fighting
Fantasy”). It’s kind of like those Choose Your Own Adventure books, except it involves the use of
dice, pencil and paper, keeping notes, and stuff like that, usually as part of fighting monsters,
solving puzzles, or changing the story. For example, rolling the dice to determine which path to
take, writing down a combination for a lock found later in the game, or rolling for you and again for
a troll to see who loses hit points. Reminds me a lot of those text adventure/interactive fiction
games, and apparently there are contests with those games as there are today with IF. Here’s a site
with a few free ebooks [link to ffproject.com], which also hosts web-based interactive fiction
versions. There are several sites on gamebooks which I have yet to fully investigate, including this
one which looks pretty good [link to arborell.com] and holds an annual contest, like the Roguelike
people do [link to RogueBasin]. I’ve been playing some ebook ones for the past few weeks. Who
knows, maybe I’ll write my own! :) But I’ll get more familiar with the ones I have, and with other
more serious ones first.

Also…

2011-02-15 6:58:02 PM

Fly Papers Volume III is being worked on. July & August done, will probably work on September
later tonight. Again you can see my progress on my Yahoo calendar’s tasks page [link] .



!the most beautiful thing in the world!

2011-02-21 3:50:08 AM

just when you thought…the most beautiful thing, you can touch/be/en/in/on…youve
[touch/be/en/in/on'ed] it before, but its again [here] and it feels beautiful, (pl. n.) yet it can be
[toucht and] felt/so glad to be/here/now…living thing…and it’ll happen again as now as before.
(unknown/other) “it” the most beautiful thing there is&here&now it’s red (not always) with weird
dots and others, and scratchy things that look truly stellar (i.e., the stellar explorer) drink it it shakes
and “bes”. wow. eyes. arrows. the works. everywhere and not. Look! A Tree!

Repealing The 17th Amendment: Dealing With Politici ans And Special Interests

2011-02-21 4:26:03 PM

(The following article was submitted to the Repeal the 17th Amendment blog [link])

Probably one of the toughest obstacles to repealing the 17th amendment is the fact that the careers
of senators are put in jeopardy. Many people believe that a constitutional convention by the states is
the only possible way to repeal the 17th amendment, which can also be viewed as too risky due to
the fact that the Constitution and Bill of Rights might be tampered with. However, there is a very
easy way to have a 17th repeal pass Congress.

The 17th amendment, as ratified in 1913, concludes with:

“This amendment shall not be so construed as to affect the election or term of any Senator chosen
before it becomes valid as part of the Constitution.”

Since 1913, however, the structure of political power has changed quite a bit (which the 17th
amendment helped alter). Within the past decade especially, it seems that Congress is heading more
and more into a parliamentary system, in which the party rather than the politician has the vote.
This is very apparent in the fact that some recent bills are hundreds or even thousands of pages, as
was true of the Patriot Act and Obamacare, and are not being read by the politicians despite being
passed into law.

While the 17th may have guaranteed senators a safe end to their career, a repeal of the 17th will
leave the political parties and lobbyists scrambling to find a new strategy for levying their agenda.

It is for this reason that a repeal of the 17th amendment in the 21st century should take effect upon
the death, resignation, or election loss of a senator rather than the end of the senator’s current term.
In other words, Senator X and Senator Y will remain senators so long as they continue to participate
in and win popular elections.

This may be viewed as controversial, as depending on the voters’ political views it could lead to a
near-infinite amount of terms guaranteed to senators. However, there are several benefits which are
not obvious:



1. Increased voter turnout. As long as Senator X and Senator Y continue to win elections, the
people will be happy that their “right to vote for senators” still exists so long as they continue to
vote for their current senators. As a variety of elections and referendums take place on election
years, people would vote for other candidates as well, and thus voter turnout would be greater.

2. Increased attention to state and local politics. State and local candidates are often ignored. If
more people participate in these elections, they can learn not only about how their state’s politics
work, but also how their vote affects the state’s choice in senators. Perhaps more will learn why
their vote for senator isn’t “counting” and senators will lose elections faster. Increased public
involvement in state politics would discourage corruption at the state level, including corruption in
Senate choices after the 17th is repealed. It would also help educate the public about their state
government, its importance and necessity, and its role in our federalist system.

3. Professional and academic comparisons between elected and appointed senators. The effects
of a repeal could be seen as it is happening. If California is still holding senate races, while Montana
is not, the two states could be compared with regard to the influence of special interests, the size of
the federal government, the focus on state politics, the durations of senators in office, and anything
else a think tank, college, or pollster can come up with.

4. Special interests will inevitably push for resignations. As Lord Acton stated, power tends to
corrupt, and absolute power corrupts absolutely. State politics are no exception, and special interests
will corrupt the choice in senators as they had before the 17th. Once lobbyists have come up with
ways to deal with the individual states, organizations and talking heads will slowly endorse
resignations of senators once they are ready to attack.

While this proposal is radical and will leave many voters unhappy, such a transition will encourage
ratification of a 17th repeal at the federal level, leaving the remainder of the Constitution, including
the Bill of Rights, safe and intact.

Are you asking me, or am I asking myself under the name “You”?

2011-02-22 6:32:14 AM

XWVUTSR|ABC|DEFGHIJ ZY

it’s got a germ on it

Note: this post was written on paper after writing the rant posted here last night [link to 2/21/11
post "!the most beautiful thing in the world!", available in this book.] Originally entitled
“Addendum”, this post was to include a poem called “DigiGhost Online” (DigiGhosts?), at the end
of it. I was too tired and forgot my ideas for the poem before I went to bed, so it was never written.
(It was supposed to have something to do with a ghost born in 1885, who had an Internet presence,
and who could not scare people due to the emotionlessness of social networking.)



Podcast appearance

2011-02-27 4:34:24 AM

From my public Yahoo Calendar entry [link] :

Repeal the 17th Amendment Podcast
Date: Wednesday March 2, 2011
Time: 3:30 pm – 4:00 pm
Type: Interview (Public)
Location: http://www.blogtalkradio.com/repealtheseventeenth [link]

I will be appearing on the Repeal the 17th Amendment Podcast, being interviewed by Brian
Duffy. The topic will be on methods of repeal, the issues and risks of a state convention, and
suggestions on how we could get Congress and lobbyists on our side. The podcast will be 
live, and about 30 minutes long.

Podcast: http://www.blogtalkradio.com/repealtheseventeenth/ [link]
Blog: http://repealthe17thamendment.blogspot.com/ [link]

Again, here is the address for the Repeal the 17th Amendment Podcast:

http://www.blogtalkradio.com/repealtheseventeenth [link]

UPDATE: Here is the entry for my show [link to BlogTalkRadio page]

Come and listen! :)

renaissance girl

2011-03-01 12:21:38 AM

a renaissance girl
no place for her in today’s world

she can’t make symphonies
she’d need orchestras and contracts
can’t find medical cures
cause they’d have to be approved
can’t publish a new kind of math
need a degree and thesis first
a better way to fly or drive
lobbyists keeping her home tonight
a tv show on god and christ
not dirty enough for prime time



all a renaissance girl can do
go to work and learn at school
dream and keep a diary
because in the modern world
there ain’t no place for renaissance girls

Podcast up for listening/download

2011-03-02 9:27:44 PM

The Repeal the 17th Amendment podcast interview, which I previously mentioned [link to
February 27, 2011 post entitled "Podcast appearance", available in this book], is available for
listening on the BlogTalkRadio page [link] .

If you subscribe to the podcast via RSS, you can also download the MP3. Here is a direct link
[link] , note that as the RSS feed gets updated the download may disappear.

UPDATE 3/3/11: I obtained permission to put the file [on the X-Cop Fly Company Web site], but
please use the “direct link” while you can [link] to save me bandwidth. Thank you!

but it’s, not,

2011-03-12 7:05:35 PM

if you’ve been following my yahoo calendar [link] you’ll see that i’m almost completely finished
putting together flypapers iii. but i’m too tired (woke up early) and had a long day and can’t do any
more.

same with something else i planned to do this week, didn’t do enough of it to count.

god bless america, jerks

Just Released: Fly Papers, Volume III

2011-03-16 12:44:17 AM

After over a month of me screwing around, Volume III of The Fly Papers, which covers July
through December 2010, has just been completed and released.

“The Fly Papers” are e-books consisting of the contents of this blog, with all copyrighted content
removed and replaced with summaries when needed. The e-book is dedicated to the public domain
according to the Creative Commons CC0 1.0 Universal Public Domain Dedication. It is available at
the Internet Archive in PDF, plain text, Kindle, and other formats.



For more information and to download, visit the Internet Archive entry [link] .

The Yellow Room

2011-03-20 9:40:02 PM

I was about 6-8 years old when I won the archaic DOS “roguelike-like” game Castle Adventure
[link] by Kevin Bales.

It was recently mocked on the ASCII Art Farts blog [link]

If you don’t get the joke (should be funny to anyone who’s played an 80s/90s adventure game),
download the game Castle Adventure [link] (needs DOSBox [link] at a slow cycle speed)

wisptis

2011-03-22 1:45:45 AM

sounds like something you pee on. and it comes from microsoft so what do you expect.

i have realized that sometimes you think something is missing, and you complain all the time, but
after it’s over and what’s missing isn’t, then you just find something else to complain about instead.

kanzazz czittiez, mizzorrioz ZzIxXxF0rUnOweZZiXxX

your assignment: try and create your own. if you’re confused, try rolling the dice. you might just get
5-in-a-row yahtzee and the FuNZ GaMEZ will help you out. Ask the audience, or call a friend.
Times up! What’s your hand, straight, negative 2 high? Sorry, no such thing. Fork over those chips,
buddy! &remember to use protections when yu do your ThANG.

The Burrito Sniper

2011-03-22 2:18:35 AM

Check out this wacked out story [link to news story - a man got angry due to increasing food prices
while at a Taco Bell, eventually leading to a standoff with the police at a motel].

perfect score 1550

It’ll probably be something which will have little-to-absolutely-nothing to do with the actual Civil
War and instead involve the trademark drug-like randomness I’m known for. Maybe more like that
ZZT “Where is Biff” thing I was working on, which later became a web-based IF game, neither of
which were finished.



n1ght

Maybe I should say it on my own blog instead of rep eating the same stuff
everywhere else over and over again.

2011-03-25 11:38:33 PM

(This was posted as a comment to a 17th-amendment-related blog [link] and thus more tailored to
it, but I still repeat the same facts again and again in every right-wing blog & message board.)

The link between the 17th and the Fed is extremely weak.

Everyone seems to always forget that the Fed did not repeal the gold standard in 1913. Nixon did so
in 1971 in order to continue the welfare-warfare state.

Silver was pulled in 1965 for the same reason the penny was inverted in 1982. That preceded the
removal of the gold standard by half a decade. The pre-1971 silver-clad half dollar was strictly
nostalgic as it was the same 1965 law which set the timeline, not the repeal of the gold standard in
1971 (which again was done by Nixon, not the Fed).

However, there is no link whatsoever between the income tax and either of those things. The
income tax simply added a means of revenue raising for the federal government which was declared
unconstitutional in 1895. This case occurred almost two decades before the 16th Amendment was
ratified. How the money for the welfare-warfare state is raised does not matter. In fact, the 16th
amendment took a burden away from the states as the federal government could do more on its
own.

This “1913” stuff is complete nonsense and I’m getting tired of repeating the facts again and again
on every blog and message board. The gold standard was pulled in 1971, not “1913”. Silver was
removed in 1965 due to electronics-driven inflation, not “1913”. The federal income tax was first
attempted in 1895, not “1913”.

If we are going to repeal the 17th amendment, we need to avoid this “1913” stuff if we are going to
have any credibility beyond the likes of Alex Jones and George Noory.

The main problem with conservatism and the Republic an Party

2011-03-31 8:00:38 PM

Conservatives always define one of their key goals as “limited government”. But what is “limited
government”? The definition conservatives usually give includes less regulations on businesses, less
funding for government programs, less government agencies, etc.



But what exactly is to limit? And how much do we limit it? We can support “free speech on the
Internet”, yet shut down “unpatriotic” leaked material, or leave surveillance measures in place,
whether for the prevention of “terrorism” or to increase the profits of the dying Hollywood/Media
1.0 political machine. We can support “family values”, but pass laws of censorship and prohibition
which take the power of families to enforce values which might not be compatible with the current
powers-that-be. We can be “pro-life”, yet support trade agreements and foreign aid packages which
encourage or mandate legalized abortion in other countries, not to mention kill massive amounts of
“life” in international never-ending wars against random countries in the Middle East and Africa.
We can oppose “socialized health care” but give the FDA sweeping powers to seize material from
individual’s homes at the request of Monsanto. We can oppose “global warm<<<<<<<<<<<climate
change<<<<<<disruption”, yet institute a new tax in order to win support from moderates in
passing a completely unrelated bill which “bails out” a mismanaged “American institution” such as
a failing car company or bank in the also-Republican moderate’s district.

This is the key problem with conservatism – the “limited” part is subjected to the will of the
“government” part. Government has proven itself inefficient, poorly-managed, corrupt, collusive,
and untrustworthy. Instead of “limited” government, we instead need eliminated government.
Rather than cut programs, cut laws. Rather then defund, delegislate. Rather than giving doctors,
drug companies, and oil companies unchallengeable free reign over our health and safety and
calling it “reform”, eliminate these “reform” laws and let the courts do their job. A lawsuit would
not be a “law” as it would only affect the people in the case, not ban all Americans from protecting
their dying grandmother as a federal “malpractice reform” law would.

The Republican Party took this “deregulatory” attitude in the latter half of the 1990s, and basically
had the winning formula for a good economy and free society. However, their “deregulation” was
based on this same subjective concept of “limited” government, and special interest politics led to
large amounts of lip service (most notably re-defining the phrase “free trade” to mean “trade
agreement” and massive transfers of national sovereignty) which eventually resulted in an
abandonment of the idea of “limited government” altogether.

We cannot have laws to prevent other laws. We cannot have limits to keep limits in place. We
especially cannot trust the same government that passes laws to “limit” other ones. Every new law
passed is at least one more infringement on our rights to life, liberty, and property. What we need is
a new Republican Party platform, which is not grounded in “limited” government, but “eliminated”
government. Only then can we be a free nation and a free people under a free, stable, and desirable
economy.

Nice try, Baseball Guy

2011-04-04 9:18:29 PM

As if your baseball card collection is any match for the X-Cop Fly Company.

All kinds of disgusting crazies out there on the Internet. While it’s good that everyone can read
some unbiased news in this time of high unemployment, there’s a lot of stupidity and weirdness out
there with which you can waste it on. You can have fun laughing at stupidity and being grossed out
at sick shit, but remember that it’s only fun.



As far as conspiracy theories, be smart enough to know what’s crap, what’s psychotic, and what is
the [upcoming] sad truth. The “backwards messages” people come up with on YouTube don’t even
sound remotely like how you hear it. On the other hand, our President B. Hussein Osama still
refuses to show his long-form birth certificate despite countless news stories proving him foreign-
born [link to April 21, 2010 post entitled "Collection of news clips describing Obama as Kenyan-
born", available in The Fly Papers: Volume II (2010, January through June)] , all while praising
Islam with a perfect accent [link to the post immediately following this one, entitled "Obama's
Sympathy For Islam"] and mocking the Bible [link to April 20, 2010 post entitled "The President of
the United States Making Fun of the Bible", available in The Fly Papers: Volume II (2010, January
through June)] .

Obama’s Sympathy For Islam

2011-04-04 9:22:05 PM

I don’t think it was ever blogged here during the “current events” phase of xcopfly.com [link to
main site], but it should be for reference purposes:

[Embedded YouTube video: "Obama Admits He Is A Muslim", which includes excerpts from
speeches praising Islam with a perfect accent, him praying in a mosque, supposed Islamic influence
on America, etc.]

It is obvious…

2011-04-05 12:37:17 AM

It is obvious America is a now an occupied nation. Voting is irrelevant as politicians reject the intent
of their voters with such defiance and rudeness, passing more and more laws and fighting more and
more wars which nobody approves of but themselves. To quote President Bush, the Constitution is
“just a piece of paper”, a set of procedures and a couple of judges that get in their way. America is
no longer a democratic republic, but a fascist republic, occupied in the same “hand-over” manner
which created the Axis Powers of WWII and the kings and queens of long ago, where individuals
have little say in the fate of their lives and liberties, and much say in trying to figure out ways for
themselves and their loved ones to keep it.

B.B.T.

2011-04-08 4:22:37 PM

So great to be here
I love you all!
Anything is possible
In this great place



Everything is alive
Lots of old friends to talk to
People I’d never thought I’d meet
Lots of fun I never had

Lots of time has passed
It seems to have gone real slow
As only a minute has passed
But I have to go

I hate to leave you guys
But soon the buzzer will go off
I have a lot of work to do today
It is cold and the sky looks gray
Unlike in here, where there is no such thing

I can’t fight it anymore
I can’t stay in this world anymore
Goodbye
I’ll be back tonight

Army Recruiting Through Cartoon Subliminal Messages ?

2011-04-08 7:03:54 PM

A YouTube video, posted March 28, 2008, shows a subliminal message in the show South Park
(from a 2002 episode).

Video link [link]

Snapshot of the subliminal message:

[Image shows telephone number and what appears to say "ROTC"]

Most recent comments on the video, such as this from YouTube user maxidude4onPSN1 [link to
account], say stuff like:

[he and a friend called to find out it was a telemarketing firm in northwest PA]

However, early comments, such as this one from YouTube user RyanOnBass [link to account] in
2009, say stuff like this:

[a recruitment hotline to join the US Army]

Look again at the snapshot, right above the number:

[snapshot again pasted]



Looks like “ROTC” doesn’t it? If you didn’t go to college, or don’t remember seeing them around
when you did, About.com [link] explains:

[description of the SROTC]

Fun!

The Swiss Army Knife of video games!

2011-04-15 9:44:08 PM

Complete with handgun and digital stereo system!

From Failblog [link] :

[Picture from Failblog - unusual pirated knockoff by "Nintendo" (with "Namco" printed at the
bottom) called "PolyStation". Includes altered PlayStation PAL logo to read PolyStation PAL. On
the front of the box it says "Digital Stereo" and "Built-In Programs", and pictures included under
heading "Contents" include photos of a PlayStation One, a PlayStation One controller, and an
actual handgun]

nice day for a walk…

2011-04-20 9:48:24 PM

…and I’m so happy it’s 70 deg. and bright at 7:00 again.

Way back, I played this game called Regnum Online, but left due to the fact that I don’t play the
same thing much, and friends and clan members who did were getting too far ahead of me. I was
disappointed to get rid of it, though I put it back just now and the system of experience points/level
increase was revised at some point. I’m also surprised to see the same people still there – I left at
least February of last year [link to February 21, 2010 blog post "Nostalgia Gone Wrong", available
in The Fly Papers: Volume II (2010, January through June)] ! They have holiday events, and an
Easter Egg Hunt is currently going on. (I don’t expect to find ‘em all.)

But why wander around a make-believe desert when you can take a walk along real country roads?
Or get bored and want to do something else, computer or otherwise? This is why I’m not a “gamer”.
So much other stuff you can do when you have time, regardless of how much of a life/time on your
hands you have this week.



did you once hear of the

2011-04-23 3:55:51 AM

once heard (or one’s herd) and thus they then consist of consistence and resistance and persistence
resist and persist but don’t insist inside internal external exhausted ex post facto fact vs. opinion
opine pine and apple tree eat it but don’t eat it might be toxic but perhaps it’s just your fear or hate
or guilt or something else negative negatory or negation ovation creation regulation crustacean the
crab the lobster but not the mobster cause it all Just doesn’t make any sense.

Happy Easter!

2011-04-24 3:15:08 PM

Just got a cold, but right now it doesn’t matter.

but now it does…

2011-04-24 6:04:16 PM

dinner’s over and my nose is still running

i missed the wine too cause of the medicine. maybe another time…

zzt forever
the jazzman is messed up

i’ll use it while i can…

2011-04-27 7:53:20 PM

…and maybe i’ll never have to stop playing.

referring to urbanterror here.



over a decade…

2011-05-05 3:05:45 AM

in the process it’s a bitch for you, not as much as most people but still inconvenient, and there’s no
more cloaks to hide behind. now everybody knows. you can drag it out as much as you can for
certain things but…

~~~

this time i’m gonna do it [link to March 22, 2011 blog post entitled "The Burrito Sniper", available
in this book. I was referring to a proposed interactive fiction game, not the news story briefly
mentioned in that post.]. i’m already writing out the plans. i don’t know how people will receive it
due to its eccentricity which progressively (in || de)creases, but fuck them, and it’s the first thing
you’ll actually finish in a long time, despite doing a dozen others. and it’s easy to play, including
online. and some people will like it. but who gives a fuck about those people either, because i’ll like
it. and it’ll be awesome. and that’s all that counts.

~~~

free beer on irc

No I was not referring to Osama Bin Laden.

2011-05-05 3:31:18 AM

But just like the people I was referring to are famous for fucking things up, so have two Presidents
during the past decade. The fact that our Bible-mocking [link to June 20, 2010 blog post "The
President of the United States Making Fun of the Bible", available in The Fly Papers: Volume II
(2010, January through June)] , America-hating [linked to image credited to "Phil Dragoo"
containing pictures of Obama refusing to say the Pledge of Allegiance, bowing before the Saudi
Arabian king, reading a book entitled The Post American World, and shaking hands with Hugo
Chavez, with the phrase "Hussein Obama: Enemy of the State" written in the center] Muslim [link
to April 4, 2011 post "Obama's Sympathy For Islam", available in this book] President Hussein
won’t release the pictures because “it’s a trophy” [link] further proves his disrespect for the country,
for New York, and for the thousands dead. And if he’s lying about the capture, then his disrespect is
even worse.

Bin Laden’s corpse is a trophy – a trophy of victory for the free world over the theocrats who plot to
enslave and destroy us.



he’s on FIRE!!!!

2011-05-07 5:52:07 AM

I just keep going and going and going, tapping and tapping and tapping, copying and copying and
copying, and if I keep it up I’ll have the award soon, or at least one of the two (I’m almost 2/3 done
with one of them).

and then there’s the waterfall

but i need to sleep right now

Macaws are crazy

2011-05-08 1:04:35 AM

[Embedded YouTube video clip from PBS' "Nature: 'The Real Macaw"]

and my next great challenge is on its way

so they send me a fuckin’ piece of cardboard…

2011-05-10 9:12:34 PM

…and it’s supposed to last that long.

no fish caught this time. though i feel something bad was undone, and that’s always good.

i love you guys

sorry bout the pulled post but i have to play with it a bit

the betta loves his new tank
actually his old tank, i kept him in a bowl until my sister could bring home the aquarium she had for
him (she named him “chase”)
seems to like it
but i had to take out the gravel. the plastic ice cubes things are ok to stay

i put off the new project for a week
i’m still working on the directions and notes for the battlefields
just started on something else too which should keep me busy for a month or two
they made it easier so “why the hell not?”
starting to get more productive again i guess
it’s the weather, probably

mirc is making beepy noises. brb



it tends to not be good…

2011-05-11 1:43:15 AM

…when they can’t afford it.

Meaning they have no backing anymore. No patronage.

Someday, we (or our children) will wake up and say “This sucks. Enough.” Then we will demand
and insist on the quality the postmodernists so arrogantly discourage, rebuild our culture, invent a
new one if we feel like it. We will stop believing the lie that creativity and scientific discoveries are
impossible and “done already”. All it takes is me. All it takes is you. Just take some time to think,
let your imagination run wild, and create something new, something amazing. It could be done. It
still can. Even if it doesn’t seem useful or profitable, or if you can’t find an application for it,
someone else will, during or after your lifetime, and you can join in if you need to. Do not believe
their lies and get to work on it! Only you (pl.) can do it.

Pics? Why not?

2011-05-13 10:40:32 PM

The betta mentioned in Tuesday’s post [link to May 10, 2011 post "so they send me a fuckin' piece
of cardboard...", available in this book]:

[There were two images here of my betta, Chase. For various reasons, neither image was waived at  
the time of the post. One of these photos was later waived as of September 6, 2011. A blog post on 
this date included more photos of Chase, including the newly-waived photo. This blog post,  
including all waived photos of Chase, will be in the next volume of The Fly Papers.]

a meditation

2011-05-16 4:14:20 AM

my body should not hold back my mind, and my mind should not hold back my body



Notice I didn't even acknowledge this non-Armageddo n.

2011-05-21 3:24:29 AM

Here are the most important of countless reasons why:

• Pre-tribulation Rapture allows people to (think they can) mechanically engineer the Second 
Coming of Christ, most notably via the bloody Neocon Lie-Bomb-and-Print Racket.

• “And he said, Take heed that ye be not deceived: for many shall come in my name, saying, I 
am Christ; and the time draweth near: go ye not therefore after them.” Luke 21:8 KJV 
(emphasis mine)

• If Revelation is viewed as prophecy rather than the historical allegory it is, Revelation 14:9-
11 states that millions of devout Christians will be punished – for being poor, illiterate, 
undereducated, not following politics, not speaking the local language, lacking 
understanding of basic electronics, etc.

“But of that day and that hour knoweth no man, no, not the angels which are in heaven, neither the
Son, but the Father.” Mark 13:32 KJV

[Today was evangelical Christian radio host Harold Camping's predicted date for the Rapture.
Camping had many cult-like followers, who had spent ridiculous amounts of money and sold their
property to advertise this date, and many were in tears and pocketless when nothing happened.
Harold Camping was in hiding, airing reruns of his show, later changing his Rapture date to
October 2011 (originally his Final Judgment date).]

said

2011-05-21 3:45:05 AM

The woman said, “Yes, it was my dog that I lost”
The dog said, “I lost my bone”
The bone said, “Make a wish”
The wish said, “Will it come true?”
The will said, “Woman, will you marry me?”

A reflection on advice

2011-05-22 4:15:37 AM

Sometimes people warn me not to do things, either because they know me, think they know me, or
it was bad for them. Most notably when people warned me against working night shift – it’s when
I’m at my best, and I knew that because I always naturally drift into not sleeping until (much)
late(r), and if something’s coming up in the morning it’s tough to pull myself out of the habit.



This happened tonight with a movie – was told I wouldn’t like it because of its excessive violence,
and that it was somehow “different” than violence in other movies, but regardless of the blood and
gore it turns out it’s one of the best movies I’ve seen to date.

Not that all of these situations turn out in my favor, but when they do, it can really positively impact
me and sometimes even change my life.

Tutorial: How To Discover Media Bias

2011-05-26 4:04:34 PM

I’ve always had a personal “sixth sense” regarding deciphering fact from lie in news reports. This is
not limited to “conservative bias” or “liberal bias,” but events and ideas accepted by Media 1.0 as
dogmatic fact and interpreted in the biases of the different news outlets.

Many people view me as a conspiracy theorist for this, and you might be considered one as well,
but read on.

The way to tell is via continuity in current events, and this is especially easy for short-term
situations. Here is one example of a short-term situation:

    Within the course of one week:

1. Michelle [sic]  Bachmann, Republican congresswoman, reverses her stance on the 
legitimacy of Obama’s “Certification of Live Birth”

2. Obama releases long-coveted “Long Form Birth Certificate”
3. Conservative pundits all immediately accept this certificate as legitimate fact
4. The “birther” argument is disproven (according to Media 1.0)

Here is another long-term example, this one is an issue which is in progress and has not come to an
end (due to lack of full implementation):

1. (Now-retired) Sen. Fritz Hollings wants mandatory copy protection built into every 
electronic device, “Consumer Broadband and Digital Television Promotion Act” is 
fought and never becomes law. Copy protection involves copyright-owner control of 
how information/media/device is used by its physical owner, mandated by the WIPO 
treaty (implemented in the US as “DMCA”) as illegal to tamper with, even for 
otherwise-legal purposes by people who own the physical product in their homes

2. Soon after, private “Trusted Computing Group” forms, fighting for “trusted computing” 
– defined as “various security technologies” including the “remote attestation” system 
above marketed instead as “protect-you-from-viruses” and “protect-you-from-
yourself”.

3. TCG comes out with a statement that TC requires human activation, but refuses to give 
the remote attestation system a separate activation (“owner override”) because it 
“defeats the purpose” of the remote attestation system

4. Linux kernel contains “optional” trusted computing support, which must be compiled 
out (from the same product by the same people)

5. NSA’s SELinux, another “security” grab-bag which includes “remote attestation”, wins 
no-bid contract (there were private alternatives, nothing positive implied) to be hard-



coded into the kernel (the same people as above)
6. Apple switches to Intel processors for its Macs, which were less-powerful and less-

secure than the original non-TC-capable PowerPC processors for “power-saving” 
purposes

7. The new Mac’s TC is used to prevent installing Intel-compatible Windows on such 
machines, legally enforced over the computer’s physical owner due to the DMCA, 
enabling Apple to continue monopolizing the hardware market

8. NSA busted for illegal surveillance of phone calls, President Bush becomes a felon
9. NSA sued by civil liberties groups
10. NSA granted immunity by a Democratic Congress
11. Windows Vista debuts with portions of trusted computing (such as the optional 

“BitLocker” “security tool”)

Here is a popular and much simpler long-term example, used by 9/11 “Truthers”

1. 9/11 occurs
2. Government invades Afghanistan
3. Government invades Iraq for supposed WMDs
4. Saddam Hussein killed
5. WMDs never found
6. Obama elected, promising to end war
7. Obama instead starts three new wars

Does this way of analyzing the news make you a conspiracy theorist? No, the belief in a conspiracy 
is up to you. In the last “truther” example, belief in foreknowledge is not necessary – it could be 
simply be dishonest exploitation of Al-Qaeda’s unexpected attacks.

I hope this opens your eyes and have you look at the news in a different way, and hopefully Media 
1.0 will lose all alleged credibility and collapse under a lack of ratings while alternative media (and 
the minds of its readers) will grow.

an old notebook

2011-05-30 4:15:23 AM

Discovered recently as I needed a notebook to jot down some ideas for something. Actually, I had
been using it for that game I’m working on’s map, but out of embarrassment I was too afraid to look
at the notebook’s previous writings. Instead of ignoring or taping together or ripping out the pages
as I usually do, I decided to “go for it” this time – the notebook contained a lot of political rants,
weird pictures, radical software ideas, and various notes/lists with meanings long forgotten.

The beginning of the notebook had a “what will I do after college” plan, written just before I
graduated in 2006 – amazing how things really turned out differently:

• The computer repair business I ran, defunct since late 2008, was supposed to have run 
radio advertisements in late 2006 (I threw out this idea after taking a closer look at the 
market)

• I was supposed to have a building/storefront between 2008 (the year I shut the business 
down) and 2013.



• A second college degree in accounting was under consideration at the time. I’m long past 
the idea of going back to school – rising tuition costs won the race against my 
indecisiveness.

• I had wanted to spend money on certain things, but wound up buying others instead.
• The creepiest thing though was a mention of a possible inheritance from my grandmother 

in 2007, which was the exact year she died.

The list stopped at 2013, and a “2014-2020" had a blank space underneath it. The next few pages
had some political columns (penned in a writing style unusually simplistic for me) written in April
2006, and years of other material followed, with some recent material (such as my map for the
game) sandwiched towards the end of the notebook.

Who knows, maybe I’ll get over my embarrassment, search my room for these crazy poems and
writings and publish them in the IA. I remember having a ton of haikus written down in another
notebook somewhere. Many of these poems came from bad times in my life, so they can get pretty
creepy and depressing.

Times, worlds, and tranquillities.

2011-06-06 8:34:14 AM

You know, you look back at stuff, and you sensate some of it, and then you realize, “That wasn’t so
bad, it was actually pretty cool!” Of what you remember anyway, you tend to not remember what
you don’t want to, though it occasionally returns to you in ugly exaggerated forms. Four different
worlds you’ve lived through: the world of progress, the world of chaos, the world of trial-and-error,
and this world, the current world. Sometimes these worlds line up though, and then you have deja
vu. As I am feeling now as the chaotic and the current combine, infinitely reproducing asexually
into a yin-yang paramecian pond of “It’s good. It was good, is good, and from the looks of it, it will
be good for worlds to come.”

New computer, new dog

2011-06-14 2:12:10 AM

Just put together a new computer and am very happy with it. I also managed to buy a “new” copy of
Win XP Pro Retail from Amazon. With XP having become a valuable gem since its discontinuation
by Microsoft, I’m happy to have two retail copies, one home and one pro.

We also just got a new dog, Franny. Her personality very much resembles Felix [link to July 14,
2009 blog post "RIP Felix", available in The Fly Papers: Volume I (All of 2009)] , the dog we had
who died a tragic death two years ago. Breed is half-chihuahua, half-pomeranian.

These photos are dedicated to the public domain according to CC0 1.0 Universal [link] .

[Note: The thumbnails for the site were a lot smaller than the thumbnails present here, and were
linked to the original pictures.]



Pictures:

Franny resting

Franny (tag removed)



Ayn Rand Isn’t Libertarianism, She Destroys It

2011-06-17 5:04:30 PM

There’s been a lot in the news lately about how the Tea Party conservatives, like many libertarians, 
are fans of Ayn Rand’s works. Others, especially left-wing mainstream media outlets [link to  
column on The Guardian] and (rightfully) concerned Christians [link to National Catholic Register 
column by Mark Shea, noting Rand's atheism and influence on LaVey's Church of Satan], are 
pointing out the incompatibilities between Religious Right Christianity and Rand’s philosophy, 
Objectivism.

Ayn Rand’s belief in free markets has motivated many libertarians, from the time her books were 
written through today’s Tea Party Movement. However, Ayn Rand was not simply a free-market 
capitalist. Capitalism was simply a part of her philosophy known as Objectivism, in which 
selfishness was the greatest good, and “altruism” was an evil which should be avoided. She actually 
hated libertarianism and the newly-founded Libertarian Party for this very reason – she felt it was 
reducing her philosophy to the political ideology held by the anti-federalist Founding Fathers and 
the supporters of laissez-faire economics.

The truth about Objectivism, however, is that selfishness trumps everything which is inconvenient
and unwanted. Like religion, which Rand opposed, political ideology and philosophy can easily get
in someone’s way. The influence of selfishness on ideology has led to several contradictions held by
a majority of libertarians:

• Abortion – most libertarians are pro-choice (inconvenience trumps an act of aggression)
• Unions – unions, even peaceful ones, are always “anti-free-market”, even when unionization 

has not been banned by contract (getting out of a jam trumps nonviolent freedom of 
association and the right to manage one’s own career and finances)

• Gold standard, even the tyrannical Bretton Woods ban on gold ownership (a stable economic 
system trumps freedom to choose any form of money, forms of money used in tribal 
cultures, privacy rights, and private property rights)

• Removing restrictions on natural medicine and vitamins – often libertarian supporters of 
natural medicine go further and want government to outlaw GMOs, hormones, and similar 
dangerous and risky food and prescription drugs – strangely these views are held by many 
libertarians ([quote from John Maynard Keynes regarding focusing on the long-term in 
economic policy])

• Copyright and patent as intellectual “property” (power and control trumps all other rights 
and justifies seizure, breaking-and-entering, surveillance, extortion of businesses and 
consumers, etc.)

Given the potential, it is no surprise that Ayn Rand was extremely strict on that last example,
modern copyright law owes a lot to her and her followers (such as Andrew Joseph Galambos [link
to blog post at the Mises Institute]). She also made use of the welfare system under her husband’s
last name [link] . Her associate Alan Greenspan, once an advocate of the gold standard [link to
Greenspan's famous essay "Gold and Economic Freedom"] , became the chairman of the Federal
Reserve almost two decades after their gold money monopoly was reduced to paper Monopoly
money.



As an atheist, Rand knew you cannot follow religion and hold selfishness as the greatest good, since
avoiding the “wrong” and “sinful” and “bad karma” tends to get in the way of your wants and
needs. But she completely ignored free-market capitalism as an impediment. Rand’s harmful
influence on conservatism and libertarianism continues to this day, destroying the minds of many
well-intentioned limited-government politicians and leading them to place money and power above
all else. When selfishness is your god, there can be no other.

The Seven Deadly Dogmas of Public Life

2011-06-23 3:47:57 AM

Over the years I have come to the conclusion that there are a handful of issues which are neither 
discussed, debated, nor opposed by both politicians and the mainstream media. This is regardless of 
political party, ideology, columnist, or pundit – there seems to be a few things which are 
unanimously supported and if they are even discussed, it is always positively portrayed, 
unanimously promoted, and unanimously passed.

There are at least seven I can think of right now:

1. No questioning of the safety, efficacy, or legality of developments and technologies in the 
agribusiness industry.

2. Unconditional support for the government of Israel and its current agenda.
3. Maintaining the idea that Islam is a “religion of peace”, with any proselytizing through force 

being an extremist viewpoint, despite verses in the Koran and hundreds of years of history 
which (unlike Christianity) have yet to be apologized for and continue to happen all over the 
world.

4. Rejection, ridiculing, and promoting stereotypes regarding the Catholic Church’s socially 
conservative views.

5. Increasing any and all enforcement of intellectual property rights; any related laws, powers, 
and treaties; making terms as lengthy as possible; and linking it with the Founding Fathers’ 
view of property protection, despite literal interpretation of the Constitution’s authorized 
grants, the nonexistence of the idea of “intellectual property” at the time, and not discussing 
any history regarding the issue prior to the invention of the concept in the 1960s and 
implementation around the world since then.

6. Provisions of multilateral trade agreements and foreign aid packages which authorize or 
mandate legalized abortion are conveniently overlooked by “pro-life” politicians and never 
discussed by the mainstream media. 

7. No discussion of antitrust law or any enforcement of it, other than ongoing litigation 
initiated by the DOJ. The DOJ is always portrayed negatively, though if they win the DOJ is 
portrayed positively during the aftermath.

(Note: inclusion of items in this list doesn’t imply anything about my views)

There are countless others, I’m sure. I’ve seen a decrease in the size of the list since people such as
Judge Napolitano and the Pauls have risen in popularity. But the establishment still has a long way
to go before it ceases to force its (and only its) views on others.



The End of the Internet

2011-06-26 10:07:46 PM

Many years ago there was a commercial for broadband in which someone reached “the end of the
Internet” and was told to press the back button – offering the opportunities of a broadband
connection when compared to dial-up.

But now it seems we are really reaching the end.

Governments around the world are censoring and shutting down as much of the Internet as it can. 
Whether it be China blocking political dissent, Pakistan, Iran, or Libya enforcing a theocratic 
religion, North Korea restricting the Internet to an elite few, or our latest player in Internet 
censorship, the United States, seizing the competitors of its darling, dying, lying Hollywood/Media 
1.0 political machine, it is clear the Internet is the enemy of all governments.

Why?

The Internet is the enemy of governments for the same reason you are – you get in their way. 
Otherwise the only governments in existence would be the story of the wicked queen and the movie 
about the empire in space. Governments of the world have created a monster which is now 
destroying the concept of government itself.

This is the Internet’s dying days, and a restoration of the propaganda monopolies, the dismembering
of infidels, the single-party states, with no opposition or competition except those in prison and
death row.

What can we do?

Close your Facebook account. Play an offline game. Play solitaire with a real deck of cards, perhaps
learn some other solitaire games not included with Windows. Put on the radio. Put away your
Kindles and iPods and grab fully-tangible alternatives which you can completely control, and enjoy
yourself. Draw a picture. Write a story or poem. Sing a song, or play an instrument. If you (think
you) suck, stop caring and just have fun. Go down to your local church, your soup kitchen, your
fraternal group, and do some good for your soul and for your community. Go outside just to walk
around and hang out. And if you put on your TV, realize that every news report is at least partially a
lie, every cartoon is designed to dumb-down your children, and every sitcom uses vices to keep you
feeling as empty as possible to increase the profits of its advertisers.

Enjoy the Internet while you can, because the Internet is being shut down, and someday it will be
shut down.

But never let them shut you down. Ever.
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Statement of Purpose

The laws of most jurisdictions throughout the world automatically confer exclusive Copyright and 
Related Rights (defined below) upon the creator and subsequent owner(s) (each and all, an 
"owner") of an original work of authorship and/or a database (each, a "Work").

Certain owners wish to permanently relinquish those rights to a Work for the purpose of 
contributing to a commons of creative, cultural and scientific works ("Commons") that the public 
can reliably and without fear of later claims of infringement build upon, modify, incorporate in 
other works, reuse and redistribute as freely as possible in any form whatsoever and for any 
purposes, including without limitation commercial purposes. These owners may contribute to the 
Commons to promote the ideal of a free culture and the further production of creative, cultural and 
scientific works, or to gain reputation or greater distribution for their Work in part through the use 
and efforts of others.

For these and/or other purposes and motivations, and without any expectation of additional 
consideration or compensation, the person associating CC0 with a Work (the "Affirmer"), to the 
extent that he or she is an owner of Copyright and Related Rights in the Work, voluntarily elects to 
apply CC0 to the Work and publicly distribute the Work under its terms, with knowledge of his or 
her Copyright and Related Rights in the Work and the meaning and intended legal effect of CC0 on 
those rights.

1. Copyright and Related Rights. A Work made available under CC0 may be protected by 
copyright and related or neighboring rights ("Copyright and Related Rights"). Copyright and 
Related Rights include, but are not limited to, the following: 

i. the right to reproduce, adapt, distribute, perform, display, communicate, and translate a 
Work; 

ii. moral rights retained by the original author(s) and/or performer(s); 
iii.publicity and privacy rights pertaining to a person's image or likeness depicted in a Work; 
iv. rights protecting against unfair competition in regards to a Work, subject to the limitations in 

paragraph 4(a), below; 
v. rights protecting the extraction, dissemination, use and reuse of data in a Work; 
vi. database rights (such as those arising under Directive 96/9/EC of the European Parliament 

and of the Council of 11 March 1996 on the legal protection of databases, and under any 
national implementation thereof, including any amended or successor version of such 
directive); and 



vii.other similar, equivalent or corresponding rights throughout the world based on applicable 
law or treaty, and any national implementations thereof. 

2. Waiver. To the greatest extent permitted by, but not in contravention of, applicable law, Affirmer 
hereby overtly, fully, permanently, irrevocably and unconditionally waives, abandons, and 
surrenders all of Affirmer's Copyright and Related Rights and associated claims and causes of 
action, whether now known or unknown (including existing as well as future claims and causes of 
action), in the Work (i) in all territories worldwide, (ii) for the maximum duration provided by 
applicable law or treaty (including future time extensions), (iii) in any current or future medium and 
for any number of copies, and (iv) for any purpose whatsoever, including without limitation 
commercial, advertising or promotional purposes (the "Waiver"). Affirmer makes the Waiver for the 
benefit of each member of the public at large and to the detriment of Affirmer's heirs and 
successors, fully intending that such Waiver shall not be subject to revocation, rescission, 
cancellation, termination, or any other legal or equitable action to disrupt the quiet enjoyment of the 
Work by the public as contemplated by Affirmer's express Statement of Purpose. 

3. Public License Fallback. Should any part of the Waiver for any reason be judged legally invalid 
or ineffective under applicable law, then the Waiver shall be preserved to the maximum extent 
permitted taking into account Affirmer's express Statement of Purpose. In addition, to the extent the 
Waiver is so judged Affirmer hereby grants to each affected person a royalty-free, non transferable, 
non sublicensable, non exclusive, irrevocable and unconditional license to exercise Affirmer's 
Copyright and Related Rights in the Work (i) in all territories worldwide, (ii) for the maximum 
duration provided by applicable law or treaty (including future time extensions), (iii) in any current 
or future medium and for any number of copies, and (iv) for any purpose whatsoever, including 
without limitation commercial, advertising or promotional purposes (the "License"). The License 
shall be deemed effective as of the date CC0 was applied by Affirmer to the Work. Should any part 
of the License for any reason be judged legally invalid or ineffective under applicable law, such 
partial invalidity or ineffectiveness shall not invalidate the remainder of the License, and in such 
case Affirmer hereby affirms that he or she will not (i) exercise any of his or her remaining 
Copyright and Related Rights in the Work or (ii) assert any associated claims and causes of action 
with respect to the Work, in either case contrary to Affirmer's express Statement of Purpose.

4. Limitations and Disclaimers.

a. No trademark or patent rights held by Affirmer are waived, abandoned, surrendered, 
licensed or otherwise affected by this document. 

b. Affirmer offers the Work as-is and makes no representations or warranties of any kind 
concerning the Work, express, implied, statutory or otherwise, including without limitation 
warranties of title, merchantability, fitness for a particular purpose, non infringement, or the 
absence of latent or other defects, accuracy, or the present or absence of errors, whether or 
not discoverable, all to the greatest extent permissible under applicable law. 

c. Affirmer disclaims responsibility for clearing rights of other persons that may apply to the 
Work or any use thereof, including without limitation any person's Copyright and Related 
Rights in the Work. Further, Affirmer disclaims responsibility for obtaining any necessary 
consents, permissions or other rights required for any use of the Work. 

d. Affirmer understands and acknowledges that Creative Commons is not a party to this 
document and has no duty or obligation with respect to this CC0 or use of the Work. 


